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RuBi compounds
Novel, light-sensitive, caged ligands

RuBi-glutamate (ab120408) | 10mg
Novel caged-glutamate compound, uncaged by visible light

Novel caged-glutamate compound based on ruthenium photochemistry.

Excited with visible wavelengths and releases glutamate after one- or

two-photon excitation. It has high quantum efficiency and can be used at

low concentrations. Enables the photoactivation of neuronal dendrites and

circuits with visible or two-photon light sources, achieving single cell, or

even single spine, precision.

Useful References

Fino E et al. RuBi-Glutamate: Two-photon and visible-light photoactivation

of neurons and dendritic spines. Front Neural Circuits 3:2 (2009).

Salierno M et al. A fast ruthenium polypyridine cage complex

photoreleases glutamate with visible or IR light in one and two photon

regimes. J Inorg Biochem 4:418-22 (2010).

RuBi-GABA (ab120409) | 10mg
Novel caged-GABA compound, uncaged by visible light

Novel caged-GABA compound that uses a ruthenium complex as photosensor. Can be

excited with visible wavelengths, providing greater tissue penetration, less photo-toxicity, and

faster photorelease kinetics than other UV light-sensitive caged compounds.  Can be used for GABA

receptor mapping, and optical silencing of neuronal firing.

Useful References:

Verde EM et al. Photorelease of GABA with visible light using an inorganic caging group. Front Neural Circuits 2: (2008).

Zayat L et al. A new inorganic photolabile protecting group for highly efficient visible light GABA uncaging. Chembiochem 17: 2035-8 (2007).

RuBi-4AP (ab120410) | 10mg
Caged K+ channel blocker, uncaged by visible light

Water soluble caged 4-aminopyridine (4-AP) based on ruthenium photochemistry. Excited by visible wavelengths and has two-photon uncaging

capabilities under physiological conditions. Releases voltage-dependent K+ channel blocker 4-aminopyridine (ab120122) when uncaged.

Useful References:

Zayat L et al. A new strategy for neurochemical photodelivery: metal-ligand heterolytic cleavage. J Am Chem Soc 4: 882-3 (2003).

Nikolenko V et al. Two-photon uncaging of neurochemicals using inorganic metal complexes. Chem Commun (Camb) 13: 1752-4 (2005).

RuBi-nicotine (ab120450) | 5mg
Novel, caged nicotine compound, uncaged by visible light

Novel caged-ruthenium-bipyridine based nicotine compound. Releases nicotine upon irradiation with biologically harmless blue and green light. Exhibits

extremely fast uncaging kinetics, high quantum yield in visible region of the spectrum and high water-solubility. Active in biological systems, induces

depolarisation and subsequent action potentials in neurons in vivo.

Useful References:

Filevich O et al. A caged nicotine with nanosecond range kinetics and visible light sensitivity. 

J Inorg Biochem 12: 1248-51 (2010).
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Caged compounds consist of a bioactive molecule (the

‘caged’ compound) that is temporarily inactivated by being

bound to a chemical group (the “cage” moiety). By breaking

this bond with visible light, the bioactive molecule can be

“uncaged” and activated.

RuBi-Nicotine is the most recently created caged molecule

from the family of RuBi caged compounds, developed by

Professor Roberto Etchenique from the University of

Buenos Aires and Professor Rafael Yuste in the Department

of Biological Sciences at Columbia University and an

investigator of the Howard Hughes Medical Institute.

RuBi-Nicotine, licensed from Columbia University, is the first

caged nicotine to be made commercially available. The

compound has extremely fast uncaging kinetics, high

water-solubility in physiological conditions, and can be

activated by visible wavelengths of light. There is no need

to use harmful UV light (which is deleterious to living

tissues), the equipment does not require expensive quartz

optics and uncaging can occur at much faster speeds due

to the single photochemical step involved in the

light-sensitive uncaging process.

Rafael Yuste comments, “RuBi-Nicotine is another

breakthrough for the field. It enables the optical control of

cholinergic transmission in the mammalian Central Nervous

System, and will also be particularly important for

Invertebrate Neuroscience, since it could allow the turning

on of individual neurons or parts of the neurons, given that

acetylcholine is the major excitatory transmitter in

invertebrate preparations.”

Steve Roome, General Manager for Abcam Biochemicals

comments, “RuBi-Nicotine joins a growing toolbox of caged

ligands that already includes RuBi-Glutamate, RuBi-GABA

and RuBi-4AP, and that are suitable for use in optical

experiments on living tissue. RuBi-Nicotine is the first

commercially available caged nicotine and Abcam

Biochemicals are delighted to be the first supplier to offer

this to the life science community.We anticipate that this

ground-breaking tool will greatly advance research in areas

such as addiction and cognition.”

Reference:

Filevich O et al. A caged nicotine with nanosecond range

kinetics and visible light sensitivity. J Inorg Biochem 12:

1248-51 (2010).

RuBi-Nicotine, a novel caged nicotine research tool
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